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This year ISI@ will develop a series of
disciplinary information services to be
commercially available in late 1981 or
early 1982. The initial products will
cover mathematics, biochemistry, plant
sciences, and earth sciences. Each will
consist of four basic components. The
first printed component will cover 30
years of literature from 1951 to 1980.
The most recent five or ten year period
will be covered initially. The second
component will be a printed annual
cumulation. The third component will
provide on-line access to the data base,
supplemented by a newly developed
software system now under testing. For
mathematics, the fourth component will
be a monthly current awareness publi-
cation similar to Current Contents@
(cc@).

Anyone who has heard me describe
the rationale for the Science Citation In-
dex@ (SCP) knows how much I stress
its value as an interdisciplinary tool. 1
Most fields today are to some extent
multi- or interdisciplinary. Pharmacolo-
gists, for example, are in touch with syn-
thetic chemistry at one stage of drug
development, experimental biology at
another, and with clinical medicine at
yet another. Even a field as “clearly”
defined as organic chemistry today
overlaps heavily with physical or
analytical chemistry. Obviously, the
typical CC reader needs coverage of
many fields.

The difficulties that traditional dkci-
pline-oriented indexes had in dealing

with the problem of defining fields was
one of the reasons for starting the SCI.
Among other things, it solved the prob-
lem of indexing such multidisciplinary
journals as Nature and Science. SCI has
by now become an important tool for
researchers, who, among other reasons,
want to avoid the coverage uncertain-
ties of dkcipliie-oriented indexes.

For economic and other practical
reasons, SCrs “unified index” approach
means that it is used almost exclusively
in large multidisciplinary libraries. Thk
has limited the use of citation indexes
because the typical university scientist
relies mainly on departmental or per-
sonal libraries for most of his or her in-
formation needs. Use of the main li-
brary is often inversely proportional to
its dmtance.

How then can we get the SCI into the
typical departmental fibrary? We do
provide a lower departmental second-
copy rate for those institutions which al-
ready subscribe, But oftentimes depart-
ment libraries do not have adequate
space for SCI. If this is not the case
there are often psychological and politi-
cal barriers to this approach.

Specialists object that 50 percent or
more of the broad-based SCI is not fo-
cused on thek particular needs. And if
the chemistry department is going to
have the SCI what about the physics or
mathematics departments? On-line com-
puter searching is increasing and is often
thought to be a solution, but the printed
index is stilf the preferred information



retrieval medium. So for now, the only
practical solution is to develop a series
of printed indexes aimed at narrower
audiences. Lest this be misunderstood, I
am still referring to rather large areas of
literature. SCI’S coverage is mas-
sive—over 500,000 articles yearly—but
even in mathematics and computer sci-
ence today there are about 50,000 arti-
cles published per year. The same is
true for biochemistry and dozens of oth-
er sfices of the S(3. And there are hun-
dreds of smaller specialties one can
identify such as polymer and macromo-
lecular science, analytical chemistry,
etc.

How then does one decide what slice
to cover in an index to mathematics,
biochemistry, earth sciences, or what-
ever? We faced this problem back in
1958 when we did our first experiments
on the Genetics Citation Index.2 It
proved impossible to create such an in-
dex just by processing classical genetics
journals. Even 20 years ago, we had to
deal with the then rapidly emerging field
of molecular biology. Had we stuck to
classical genetics, we could not have
produced a reasonable product. Today,
the volume of literature in molecular
biology is quite large, As it now stands it
is more logically treated as a major
branch of biochemistry, as it will be in
the Biochemistry Citation Index. It is
possible, however, that the volume of
molecular biology literature may one
day equal that of “classical” biochemis-
try. Oddly enough the maturation of
molecular biology makes it less difficult
today to create a citation index based on
the “classical” genetics literature.

When we created the Genetics Cita-
tion Index, we knew we needed multi-
disciplinary journal input to cover such
a widely dkpersed field. This meant that
all important journals of science and
medicine had to be processed for input.
We did just that and then established
detailed citation and other selection
criteria, We were able to select 95 per-
cent or more of the relevant literature of

genetics. This was verified by a group of
experts. By a similar procedure we will
compile our disciplinary citation in-
dexes. I must confess that my preoccu-
pation with this problem made it more
difficult for me to grapple with the
problems of marketing separate in-
dexes. But I will never forget the librar-
ian who told me he would buy the SC1 if
we would only call it the Chemistry Cita -
tion Index. Even though we are plan-
ning separate indexes for biochemistry,
etc., it is not impossible that we may
have to provide such a comprehensive
companion to the standard chemical in-
dexes.

The first selection criterion we will
use is the list of core journals for each
field. From countless studies, we feel
confident that we can identify the core
journals of any field. These core jour-
nals will publish about 30 percent to 50
percent of the literature of most fields.
In some fields, the Bradford distrib-
utions is such that 90 percent of the rele-
vant literature is published in less than
100 journals. All core journals for each
field tiff be indexed completely and
comprehensively. They can be identi-
fied both by citation analysis and expert
opinion.

The second selection criterion is also
based on citation indexing. We will
select any article that cites any core
journal. In this way we can select rele-
vant articles from multidisciplinary or
non-core journals. In addition to these
major selection criteria, we may also
select articles on the basis of title words,
institutions producing the article, or in-
dividual authors.

This, then, is our simple solution to
the disciplinary-interdisciplinary dichot-
omy. Conventional abstracting and in-
dexing services rely on human judgment
to make indhidual article selections.
But our choices will be based on well-
defined algorithmic procedure. We
have in fact been doing this to the
satisfaction of users of the Sociai
Sciences Citation Indexm (SSCI”) for
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several years. In this way they obtain I will have to work harder to complete
the benefit of our coverage of science
and medicine. Similarly, users of the
Mathematics Citation Index will find
out about articles appearing in the
social as well as the natural sciences.

ISI’S fdes are now approaching ten
million source articles published over a
20 year period. Printed indexes cover
1%1 to date. We are adding to this data
base at a rate approaching one million
articles per year. For each article, we
have created machine records for every
paper or book it cites.d Thus, in the
source index for each disciplie we can
include complete bibliographic data for
each article you have published. We can
also include a “citation abstract, ” that
is, the list of all the references or
authors cited or quoted. We do this al-
ready in the printed and on-line SSCI.
Space or storage limitations have pre-
cluded doing so in the SLY and its on-
liie version, SCISEARCIP. And for
the same reason we can print the new
indexes in much larger type.

We can also include cross-references
for all authors cited. The publication of
so-called “all-author” data will greatly
simplify use of citation indexes for a
number of bibliometric and sociometric
purposes. A feature of these indexes
that will simplify the problem of defin-
ing the boundaries between fields is a
device we already use in the SSC1 and
SCI. When an article is cited in both in-
dexes a cross-reference is provided in-
dicating where more references can be
found. In the same wav we can inform
the user of the annual math or biochem-
istry indexes to check the SCZ for addi-
tional references.

The program outlined above cannot
be executed overnight. We shall give
certain disciplines higher priority so that
we can produce the appropriate cumu-
lated indexes at the earfiest possible
date. In biochemistry, for example, our
files are already so complete that we can
fill in data for earlier years with
minimum effort, On the other hand, we

our back files in the earth sciences. But
since 1S1 already processes close to
900,000 articles and book chapters per
year from current and back-year jour-
nals, it would only require about 50 per-
cent additional capacity to process
500,000 additional back-year articles
per year. Over the next two decades we
can process every issue of every signifi-
cant journal of science both past and
present, which is not yet in our files. It is
a massive undertaking, but one I believe
will be justfled over the years. The
value to historians alone would be
enough to justify the effort. I’ll be say-
ing more about this when we officially
announce our ten year cumulation for
the SCI covering 1955-64.

The first two disciplines to be covered
are mathematics and biochemistry. Our
coverage of math wifl be pure and ap-
plied including fields fike computer
science, operations research, and statis-
tics. The introduction of the Mathemat-
ics Citarion Index and its on-line ver-
sion, ISI MA THSEARCH, is particular-
ly relevant to the earlier discussion.
Most mathematicians are not aware of
SCI’S extensive and timely coverage of
mathematics. It is not available in most
math fibranes. Our market surveys also
show that pure mathematicians in par-
ticular want us to cover at least 25 years
of literature. In applied mathematics,
there is a keener interest in the more re-
cent literature with an emphasis on the

application of mathematics to problem
solving. For this the citation index con-
cept is ideal. Whether it is a statistical
technique or a computer algorithm, the
citation index can retrieve applications
of mathematics over the whole range of
science and technology. While the SCZ
has been most heavily used in academia
to date, the Mathematics Citation Index
should find wide use in industry and
government. It wilf cover about 40,000
articles per year. The first monthly issue
should appear in 1981 and the fmt five
year cumulation covering 1976-80
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should be ready in late 1981 or early
1982. The on-line files should be up in
1981.

A similar schedule will be worked out
for the Biochemistry Citation Index.
Since the rate of publication for bio-
chemistry has been studied intensively,
we may afso decide to begin with a five
year cumulation covering 1976-80-
about 200,000 articles alone. If we in-
clude the applications of biochemistry,
the coverage will easily exceed 50,000
per year. Indeed, biochemistry is so per-
vasive we have to provide precise crite-
ria to preclude it from becoming a life
sciences citation index. Clearly we will
want to study the possibility and need
for indexes in immunology, microbiol-
ogy, and other identifiable markets in
the life sciences.

Once each discipline is defined and a
data base selected, it will be put on-line.
On-line searching will be available only
to those institutions that subscribe to
the printed indexes at rates that will en-
courage on-line use. We are in the busi-
ness of creating data bases. We are not
committed to any particular technol-
ogy—print, electronic, or otherwise.
Each user will decide which is the pre-
ferred medium. But all users must pay a

fair share of the cost of creating the data
base.

We at 1S1 have long been committed
to developing information services that
are at once both comprehensive and se-
lective. With this new approach to cre-
ating disciplinary citation indexes and
on-line data bases it will be possible for
you and your colleagues, whatever your
“invisible college,” discipline, or mis-
sion, to use ISI’S unique files and meth-
ods to produce data bases for your own
field. We are particularly anxious to
work with professional societies who
want to supplement their existing infor-
mation programs with selective indexes
of the type I’ve described. If you believe
that there are enough potential users for
a printed or on-line index to your spe-
cialty, please contact us. As th~ pro-
gram develops we expect to assign prod-
uct managers with specialized knowl-
edge to each group of fields. In the
meantime you may wish to contact
George Malanga, vice president of insti-
tutional marketing, or Morton V. Mal-
in, vice president of professional rela-
tions, 1S1, 3501 Market Street, Universi-
ty City Science Center, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19104.
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